OUR RECRUITERS
Bhavan’s B-School has consistently placed all its previous students because of the untiring efforts of the placement division. The
faculty co-ordinators and student co-ordinators pool their talents and achieve hundred percent placements year after year.

TESTIMONIALS
Vibin Gopinath

Stanley Varghese

AVP, IndusInd Bank

Business Development Manager
Tata Consultancy Services

The course at Bhavan's Royal Institute

Two years in Bhavan's Royal Institute of
Management was a platform that made
me realize my potential. The pedagogy
was truly aligned with Bhavan's Royal
Institute of Management vision – Global
ambitions with Indian Values. Major

of Management provided me with a
good understanding of business
management and allowed me to
recognize the skills that I already had
and develop these.

The faculty where from so diverse

background that we could gain knowledge on different
industries which gives the privilege of choosing ours.

focus was given to group tasks, leadership skill
development, critical thinking, case studies apart from
interactive classroom teaching. I was fortunate to have
guidance and individual attention of faculty. May the
institute prosper and produce responsible leaders.

Vijayakumar Honnungar
Exchange Analyst – Bordeaux Wine Exchange, and Managing Partner with
Nanjing Dualpower Heavy Industry Technology Co. Ltd., China

Getting an opportunity to study at Bhavan's was a life-changing experience for me. I found the course structure very
comprehensive, with many modules in the different fields of Finance being offered. The interesting part of my course was
students were given the flexibility to specialize in various subjects. Students were also given exclusive opportunities to
participate in seminars, management festivals to learn and immerse in different aspects of real time challenges. Professors were
helpful and exemplary, tutors were excellent, staff was highly efficient. Guided by my professors in the field of Finance, I
particularly enjoyed my research project, where I had an opportunity to get hands on experience at National Stock Exchange of
India. I look forward to supporting the educational interests of future Bhavan's Royal Institute of Management students as an
alumnus!!

Testimonials from members of MBA 2015-17 Batch
Two-years of MBA experience in Bhavan's Royal Institute of Management, made me stand out from a crowd with the courage to
take responsibility by experimenting lot of things. The number of different activities, assignments, and clubs that we had at our
college helped me to switch and think from many dimensions by solving a case study related to HR at 10 am and creating a
marketing video at 12 pm, which enabled me to be more flexible in my workplace.
Neema Rajendran , Batch 2015-2017 (HDFC Bank)
What I admire most about Bhavan's Royal Institute of Management is the consistent support and encouragement from
everyone. Faculty members of the institution help and encourage open discussion, in a participative learning environment.
Bhavan's Royal Institute of Management helped me in transforming myself to an all rounded personality.
Mohammad Faizal, Batch 2015-2017 (V-Guard)
2 years of MBA experience gave me the opportunity to learn, explore and grow. This gave me the confidence to take
responsibilities and overcome my inhibitions. We had a number of different subjects, assignments and club activities that we
were exposed to, this helped me multitask more effectively. I learned the importance of prioritizing work and this enabled me in
dealing with life outside of academics as well.
Midhuna Varma, Batch 2015-2017 (Markon Strategy Consulting)

